
 

 

 

HMMM WHATS YOUR DREAM CAREER: 

HEAR IT, LEARN IT: GOALS / NEEDS LIST 

What are you expecting to specifically accomplish in the next: 

 

30 days: __________________________________________________________________________ 

 

90 days:  _________________________________________________________________________ 

 

180 days:  ________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1 year:  __________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2 years:  _________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5 years:  _________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

What are your most important goals/needs and why are they important: 

 

 Goals / “Needs” List Importance 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

 

 

How will attaining your goals change your life? 

 

 

 

What has prevented you in the past from accomplishing these?   

 

 

 

Are you willing to do things differently? 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steps to Get to your Path 

Position Path Key Skills 

Needed 

Training 

Needed 

Wins Needed People I Need 

to Know 

Time Frame 

Put current 

position in first 

row, then use each 
add’l row for 

positions/steps to 

get to the goal. 

Technology, Soft 

Skills, Hard 

Skills, 
Technology 

Skills 

Soft skills, Hard 

Skills, Technology 

Skills, etc. 

What results or 

accomplishments do 

you need to gain 
experience,  

competence, 

credibility? 

Clients, Internal 

Management, 

Industry 
Contacts, etc. 

Anticipated 

time for this 

position in 
months or 

years. 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

1. Do you have a dream company you’d love to work for? 

  



 

 

 

  

2. Describe your income level over the past few years (all information will be kept confidential).  

2003  

2002  

2001  

2000  

1999  

1998  

3. What would you like your income to be over the next … 

6 months  

1 year  

2 years  

5 years  

10 years  

4. What kind of income stream will work for you? 

❑ Predictable (consistently monthly paychecks) 

❑ Fluctuating (commission sales, independent contractor, self-employed) 

5. Check the box that most describes your values about salary.  

❑ Income will outweigh most negative aspects of work (e.g., working with people I don’t enjoy; 

doing tasks that aren’t stimulating; working extended hours) 

❑ Other aspects of work (intellectual stimulation, emotional rewards) outweigh the importance of 

my income.  

6. Beyond researching salary sites on the Web, have you “talked money” to 3-5 people who are in 

similar positions to your target? What do they say is realistic for salary? 

  

7. How short is your runway? In other words, if you’re currently unemployed, how many weeks or 

months do you have before your funds run out? A short timeframe may impact the transition 

strategy. 

Work Environment & Schedule 

8. What would be the ideal location for your next position? Does this involve relocation? How 

important is location to you? 

  

9. Check any item that is important to your lifestyle: 



 

 

 

❑ Part-time work 

❑ Flexible work schedule 

❑ Limited travel 

❑ Regular travel 

❑ Health benefits and other perquisites 

❑ Other:  

10. What type of organizational environment do you prefer?  

❑ Corporate environment  

❑ Privately held company 

❑ Nonprofit organization 

❑ Startup company 

❑ Other: 

11. What size of organization do you prefer?  

❑ Large company 

❑ Medium-sized company 

Level of Responsibility, Personal Growth & Development 

12. Would your ideal position involve … 

❑ A similar level of responsibility as my current/most recent position 

❑ More responsibility than my current/most recent position 

❑ Less responsibility than my current/most recent position 

13. Is it important that you learn new skills and information on a regular basis? 

❑ Very important 

❑ Important 

❑ Not important 



 

 

 

14. Is it important that you have opportunity for advancement? 

❑ Important (if so, describe some logical advancement steps _____________________ 

____________________________________________________________________) 

❑ Not important 

15. Envision that you are a member of a 5-person team charged with the task of improving customer 

service scores for your organization. Which role would come most naturally to you?  

❑ chair the committee, lead the group, envision how it should perform;  

❑ work independently to compile and analyze survey data;  

❑ orchestrate the details of who is taking care of each task and communicate to team members 

assignments, timelines, and progress;  

❑ resolve the complaints customers had so that they are happy with the company; or  

❑ persuade the board of directors to implement a newly crafted customer relations program. 

Social/Relationships 

16. What kinds of external customers do you like to be around in your work? For instance, the 

general public, medical community, techies, farmers, teachers, populations with disabilities, 

artists, adults, children, contractors, etc. 

  

  

17. What kinds of colleagues/coworkers do you enjoy? For instance, casual and laid-back, polished 

and coiffed, erudite scholars, socially committed activists, college-educated professionals, high-

rolling deal makers? 

  

  

18. What is your preferred work environment(s): 

❑ work privately with relatively little social interaction (“just leave me alone and let me do my 

job!”) 

❑ work privately with occasional interaction with individuals or small groups (“give me a job to 

do, and I’ll run with it and check in with you when I’ve made progress or need to brainstorm”) 

❑ work regularly in groups, typically the same people who form a tightly knit group (“I thrive on 

working with others”) 



 

 

 

❑ work regularly with a wide variety of other people (“I’m a people junkie”) 

 

 

General 

1. If you are currently employed, why not fix this position? Brutal question, yes. But it deserves 

some thought. What would it take to be satisfied in your current position?  

  

  

  

2. In one sentence, describe your “lifework purpose” … what you’d most like to accomplish in a 

work setting. 

  

  

3. What’s getting in the way of you achieving this (e.g., fear, lack of resources, lack of emotional 

support, need new skills, not knowing the right people, health, unhealthy habits, lack of 

confidence)? Be brutally honest. Your answers won’t be shared with anyone. 

  

  

 

4. Write your retirement announcement! Imagine that you’re at the close of your professional career, 

ready to retire, and the local paper is doing a short piece on your career highlights. Describe what 

you’re most proud of.  

  

  

  

 


